HEAT KILLS
BATTERIES
When it’s 90 degrees outside, it might be more than 150 degrees under the hood. That kind of heat can ruin
a battery’s day. Maximize your sales by keeping plenty of Interstate® batteries on hand.

MEGA-TRON PLUS CLIMATE SHIELD
®

Part Number
MTP-24S
MTP-24FS
MTP-34S
MTP-65S
MTP-78S

CCA
700
700
700
750
700

CA
875
875
875
940
875

RC
130
130
120
140
120

TM

Climate Shield design meets high-cranking power in the newest addition to the Mega-Tron series.
Mega-Tron Plus Climate Shield batteries feature unique advantages to overcome climate challenges
and provide the longest-life performance in moderate to high heat climates. Now your customers
have the right battery with optimal performance in Southern, warmer climates.
Mega-Tron Plus Climate Shield batteries are backed by a 30-month, free-replacement period and
6-year Performance Warranty.
Interstate® batteries deliver long life, supported by a nationwide warranty. Based on our recommendations by climate,
Mega-Tron Plus Climate Shield batteries can achieve longer life with select Group Sizes.
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WHY CHOOSE INTERSTATE ?
®

LONGEST
LIFE
With Interstate, you can offer
the best battery for where and
how your customers drive.
Our automotive battery lineup
features our top-performing
battery with the longest life,
the MT7 AGM, as well as
the Mega-Tron Plus® and
Mega-Tron® II.

QUALITY
PRODUCT
Every Interstate battery
is built according to strict
specifications to exceed top
industry standards.

PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLERS
We choose to partner with
repair experts like you. When
consumers visit any of our
200,000 Dealers, we know
they’re getting more than
a powerful battery. They’re
getting the best battery
expertise and service around.

PREFERRED
5 TO 1
America’s auto technicians
prefer us 5 to 1 over the next
leading brand.* For seven years
running, they’ve voted Interstate
Batteries the “Overall Best
Brand of Automotive Batteries in
the U.S.” in independent surveys.

NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY

POWERFUL
BRAND

Interstate stands by its
batteries, as do more than
200,000 Interstate authorized
Dealers across the nation. Your
customers can count on our
quick and hassle-free warranty
to cover them anywhere in
the nation.

Interstate Batteries is a national
powerhouse rooted in local
businesses across the U.S.,
Canada and Latin America.
When you connect to Interstate
Batteries, you’re plugging in
to our powerful community of
trust and expertise.

* Frost and Sullivan, 2014
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